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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
Dear Peewee's Supporter,
Once again, the holiday season is upon us. A time to remember our friends;
both the two- and four-legged variety!!
The year has been good to us at Peewee’s. Adoptions are neck and neck with
last year, so we don’t know if this will be a record setting year or not, but we
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use a new four-legged bundle of joy for the holidays. Come on out as we have
plenty from which to choose.
I am pleased to announce that our dream of having an onsite veterinary clinic
to offer low-cost spay/neuter to the public is closer to becoming a reality. We have had a couple
of benefactors step up to the plate and make substantial donations to help us in our cause, but we still have a ways to go. We
hope that with the generosity of you, our valued Peewee’s supporters, that dream will come to fruition in 2014. With all the
strays that exist in our community, nothing you do this holiday will make you feel as good knowing that you contributed to help
eliminate the ever burdening problem of the exploding pet population situation with which we are faced.
Regardless of your religious beliefs, we wish each and every one of you a joyous, happy, and healthy upcoming
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Sincerely,
Alan W. Garett D.V.M.
President Peewee’s P.A.W.S.

FOREVER GRATEFUL
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used in the cat building and the hospital. Our old ones were wearing out!
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who matched that donation, we now have this beautiful 2013 Ford Extended
Cargo Van! After 13 years on the road, our old van was ready to be retired.
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following businesses for donating items for the auction, which took place after
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and Mark Tappan Optometrist.
Many thanks to the 4th grade Save Us )'"6-$="*4$R*&%'(>*(7$J!--!.2+-#>>-V$$?2#3$"!'-#/$*F#"$CW99$
for Peewee’s this summer by selling greeting cards. They made the original drawings, had them
reproduced into greeting cards, and sold them door to door. Their dedication is truly marvelous.
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Nyack, New York, where they all found homes within 10 days!

WINTER FUNDRAISERS
Picture Your Pets With Santa will be held at
on December 7th from 11am to 4pm,
th
th
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and at
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gets nearer for details.

WIN ONE OF TWO BEAUTIFUL PIECES OF JEWELRY!
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be entered in a drawing for a chance to win a 14k yellow gold sapphire and diamond ring OR a 14k
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ASK MAX
Dear Max: A friend gave me her grandma’s old dog. It is skinny and its mouth smells like a sewer.
What can I do?
We take in old dogs at Peewee’s in the same condition all the time. Their skinniness is caused by the inability to eat
due to dental disease, which causes a painful mouth infection and results in the foul smell. The good news is that
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make it through a dental cleaning.
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oral infections can contribute to bad breath. Dogs with dental disease can shed bacteria into the bloodstream.
These bacteria may go to the heart, kidneys, or other organs and cause infections there. Dogs with periodontal
disease are often in pain, which may affect their appetite and cause them to eat less. If the disease is severe, they may lose teeth
and even develop bone infections near the affected teeth. The solution is simple. Check your pet’s teeth and gums monthly at a minimum.
If possible, avoid the long term feeding of canned food. Offer your dog toys, rawhides, and treats that clean the teeth as they eat or chew on
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get older, they might need it twice a year. And there are those lucky few with great teeth that may never need it. Personally, I am ten years
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siblings have needed dentals every year since they were two years old. It’s just like people, some of us have good teeth and some don’t.

LET’S PLAY
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or chasing and batting around objects. Although play is about having fun, it is also serious
business – teaching important skills and stimulating cat minds and bodies. Cats play throughout
their whole lives, starting when they are about 3 weeks old and extending into their senior
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when playing with cats. Never use your hands. When you play with your cat using your hands,
they often do not understand boundaries and will sometimes bite and scratch you for attention and
when they are over-stimulated. From the cat’s viewpoint, it is confusing that they are sometimes
encouraged to bite hands, and other times hands and other body parts are off limits. 2. Make
safety a priority. When shopping for cat toys, choose those that do not have little pieces, such
as eyes, ears, and tails that can be chewed off and swallowed. Ideally, toys need to be large
enough so that cats cannot ingest them. Although pole-type toys are perfect for playing, they
should only be accessible to cats when someone is supervising them. Cats can accidentally
become hurt by the toy’s strings wrapping around them or by metal wires poking them. 3. Use play
to build bonds and help shy cats feel secure. Schedule play sessions every day at the same times.
Most cats become comfortable with the routine and look forward to interacting with their people, especially when treats
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mentally stimulated, and might help decrease the symptoms of cognitive decline in geriatric cats. Play sessions need to be tailored to each
individual cat’s physical condition and age. Most importantly, play should be fun for everyone participating, both cats and their people.
Now that you know how much fun pussycats can be, please come to Peewee’s and take home one or more of our loving adult cats. We have
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LONG IN THE TOOTH
A guinea pig’s teeth never stop growing, so pet guinea pigs need chewable toys that can stimulate the gnawing
and grinding that occurs naturally when they are in the wild. If a guinea pig’s teeth get too long, they may develop
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and Ernie, who are two years old. With a lifespan of up to 8 years, there is still lots of time
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A QUESTION OF SIZE

No other animal on earth is said to b#$!-$/'F#"-#$!-$>2#$/*)0$$@+->$.*(-'/#"L$a The tallest dog breed, the Irish
Wolfhound, can reach up to 7 feet tall when standing on its hind legs. a When it comes to weight, the English Mastiff
is the champ. According to Guinness World Records, English Mastiffs can weigh more than 280 pounds. a The
smallest dog breed in weight and height is the Chihuahua. According to Guiness World Records, the smallest living
/*)$'-$!$N2'2+!2+!$(!4#/$I**$I**7$52*$'-$*(63$;$'(.2#-$>!660

THIS IS WHAT MAKES OUR WORK WORTHWHILE!
“Often times, we live in a world where we see only the negative effects of other’s actions. For whatever reason
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11th to look at several dogs listed on the website. After much deliberation on my husband’s part, he selected
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energy is a bright spot in our lives. I am not sure what her breed is, but she adores my husband. Thank you
for what you do every day, this is a success story!” Sincerely, David, Kathy, and Missy

ROAD DAWG RESCUE COMES TO OUR RESCUE AGAIN
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animals they took had been here over two years, some up to four years, and they also took puppies that were out
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are our Peewee’s Angels!

RECENT RESCUES
The situation in Corpus Christi seems to be getting worse. Dogs are wandering the
streets, some doing okay, some starving, some injured. Monthly we are able to take
'($!<*+>$:897$52'.2$!"#$>2#$-6*>-$>2!>$<#.*4#$*&#($5'>2$!/*&>'*(-0$$R#"#$!"#$-*4#$*=$
our recent arrivals. Snickers, a longhaired Chihuahua was found wandering around
the west side hairless and skinny, probably put out because of her skin allergies.
M u tt & Jef f
Clover, a Californian rabbit, was found in Calallen on Interstate 37, poking his head
out of a box. It is a miracle that he was spotted and rescued. These 4 puppies were
found in a ditch in the middle of town with no mother. They were dehydrated, hungry,
!(/$.*F#"#/$'($Y#!-0$$Ed was found dumped at Grant Middle School thin and scared.
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him a lot of pain and kept him from eating. Pain medication did not help him, but
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to us. After surgery and six weeks in a cast, you would never know she ever had a
e
broken leg. Mo and Jo, two 5-month-old black lab mixes, were found by our mail
ggi
a
carrier on a county road eating road kill. They were extremely skinny upon arrival.
M
Mutt and Jeff were two puppies brought to us covered in sarcoptic mange. After
!$6*()$>'4#7$>2#'"$2!'"$)"#5$<!.%7$!(/$>2#3$5#(>$>*$`#5$]*"%0$$R!&&3$#(/'()V$$
Annie, a little grey kitten covered with sarcoptic mange, got well after two months
!(/$'-$(*5$<')7$=!>7$!(/$,T#/0$$Maggie, a blueheeler mix, roamed W.O.W. Road
for a year. The people feeding her brought her to us after they noticed she was
pregnant. She had 6 puppies the next day. She is heartworm positive, but we
& 6 p uppie s
are treating her and she is a sweetheart. Jack, a Siamese pussycat, was found
in a puddle of mud, unable to walk after being attacked by a dog. After a long
2*-&'>!6'a!>'*(7$2#$"#.*F#"#/$!(/$'-$(*5$!5!'>'()$!$2*4#0$$Buddy, a puppy
brought here by his owners, had just been bitten by a rattlesnake, and they had no
4*(#3$=*"$!$F#>0$$^#$2*-&'>!6'a#/$2'4$!(/$2#$4!/#$!$=+66$"#.*F#"30$$Betty, a toy
poodle that weighed only 8 pounds, was found near downtown matted to the skin
Ja c k
and hardly able to walk. We shaved her down and she felt so much better! Shep,
a 5-year-old German Shepherd, wandered up to a ranch on the outskirts of town.
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neck. We rushed him to our veterinarian to have the chain surgically removed, and
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to have been a part of saving these 25 souls, and many are still looking for their
forever home. The total cost for saving these animals was about
C878997$52'.2$5#$.*+6/$(*>$2!F#$/*(#$5'>2*+>$
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your support. We
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thank you again, as
you are our blessings,
and we hope you can
continue to help us
save the abandoned
souls that are still
roaming our streets.
Mo & Jo e
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Albert & Paula Kessler
Sunnyside Ranch
Adoption PETSMART & BOTH PETCOS
Every Saturday and Sunday
Satellite
12:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Locations:

I need a home. Please come adopt me.

Without your tax‐deductible donations
we would not be alive. Help us find
homes. Please donate so that others
may be saved too.
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After you read this newsletter, help us out and pass it along to a friend!

